BLENDERS
REPAIR AND OVERHAUL SERVICE PROVIDED ON:
BIRD
IMPACT
SECHRIST
SIEMENS
DATEX-OHMEDA
PURITAN-BENNETT
BIOMED DEVICES
TRI-ANIM

#09-0060
Replacement 15 foot Oxygen hose, female D.I.S.S. x male D.I.S.S.

#09-2899
Replacement 15 foot Medical air hose, female D.I.S.S. x female D.I.S.S.

#69-500-01
Compressed medical air water trap with drain tube. Helps to remove moisture from medical air supply. Automatic operation.
Repair Services/Regulators/Flowmeters

(Call Mercury's Biomedical Department for pricing)

FLOWMETERS:
AMVEX
BIRD
CHEMETRON
GENSTAR
MADA
OHIO
OXEQUIP
PRECISION MEDICAL
SP MEDICAL
SUNMED
TIMETER
VACUmed
WESTERN MEDICA

(Call our Biomedical Department for pricing)

REGULATORS:
AMVEX
AMERICAN HEALTHCARE
B & F MEDICAL
BIRD
CHEMETRON
CONCO
ELDER
FLOTEC
GENSTAR
HAMMON
HARRIS
HUDSON (TFX MEDICAL)
LIFE SUPPORT PRODUCTS
MADA
OHIO
OXEQUIP
PRECISION
PURITAN-BENNETT
PM MEDICAL
ROBERTSHAW
SP MEDICAL
TIMETER
VICTOR
WESTERN MEDICA

(Call our Biomedical Department for pricing)
We do warranty repairs.

When Lives Depend On You ... You can Depend On Us!

Why send your unit to a repair depot or center when you can deal with the factory agent?

MERCURY® MEDICAL is listed with the “MEDICAL DEVICE REGISTER.”
Repair Services/Respirometers

MARK 8
MARK 14
MARK 25
LARGE DIAL
HALOSCALE COMPACT
HALOSCALE ‘INFANTA’

MARK 12
MARK 20
MARK 30
PHYSIOLOGICAL
HALOSCALE STANDARD
HALOSCALE ‘MIX’

SERVICE INCLUDES: Complete
disassembly and inspection of components,
cleaning, required lubrication, mercury
replacement, alignment of jewels, and
calibration.

10-DAY AVERAGE
TURNAROUND TIME.

REPLACEMENT ACCESSORIES

REPLACEMENT ACCESSORIES (not shown)

Case w/foam insert  #AK-108517
Safety Harness  #AK-100S28

NOTE: Current model Respirometers have
22mm male inlets and outlets. However,
some older models have 23mm male inlets
and outlets. Older models include Mark 8,
Mark 12, and physiological models. These
units have a reflective chrome finished
housing.
CONTINUOUS TYPE

Oxequip
Chemetron (NCG)
Ohmeda
Timeter
Boehringer
Precision Medical
Western
Amvex
Genstar
SunMed

INTERMITTENT TYPE

Chemetron (NCG)
Oxequip
Ohmeda
Precision Medical
Amvex
Genstar

Service on above listed companies includes:
Complete disassembly and inspection of components, cleaning, replacement of worn or defective parts and calibration.